UQ’s new suite of postgraduate programs in Heritage Management provides graduates of archaeology, anthropology, history and related disciplines with the opportunity to develop the advanced skills and knowledge required by employers in the global heritage sector.

Complementing UQ’s well-regarded Museum Studies Program and Graduate Certificate in Community Development, Heritage Management provides a nationally unique option for graduate students focusing on the management of heritage places within prevailing statutory frameworks, including World Heritage practice and Indigenous place management.

UQ’s Heritage Management Program draws on staff expertise in heritage research and consulting, including our in-house consultancy, the UQ Culture and Heritage Unit (UQCHU).

Students are taught by professional heritage practitioners, including World Heritage specialist Ian Lilley, who aims to involve students in ‘real life’ consulting projects and offer study based on international experiences; with a network of exciting sites across the world – Cyprus, Turkey, Madagascar, Pacific Islands, Northern Australia, Caribbean, Kenya, Myanmar and Vietnam.

The program focuses on developing industry professional skills by providing knowledge of the legal frameworks, processes and practices utilised in the management of heritage places such as archaeological sites, landscapes, places of spiritual and other cultural significance, and heritage buildings.

UQ’s Heritage Management Program takes a holistic approach in the style of teaching; approaching a complex topic in a highly practical way.

We offer community focused, ethical training that teaches ‘cultural heritage’ – not just ‘archaeology’ or ‘anthropology’ – with academic staff from a wide array of professional backgrounds.
COURSES

Choose from a range of course topics including:

- World Heritage
- Managing Cultural Heritage Places
- Advanced Heritage Field School
- Museum Studies Field School
- Applied Anthropology
- Cultural Heritage Law
- Museum Context
- Museum Management
- Exhibiting Culture: Theory & Practice
- Cultural Community Development
- Community Planning, Engagement and Governance
- Dissertation Heritage Management
- World Heritage
- Managing Cultural Heritage Places
- Advanced Heritage Field School
- Museum Studies Field School
- Applied Anthropology
- Cultural Heritage Law
- Museum Context
- Museum Management
- Exhibiting Culture: Theory & Practice
- Cultural Community Development
- Community Planning, Engagement and Governance
- Dissertation Heritage Management

Program | Master of Heritage Management

Entry requirements | Applicants to the Heritage Management suite of programs must hold a tertiary degree in a related area or have two years of full-time equivalent work experience in relevant areas of professional heritage practice.

Duration | The Master of Heritage Management is offered as a 16 or 24 unit program (equivalent to two or three semesters of full-time study), depending on your undergraduate qualification and experience.

* A Graduate Certificate is also available.

Intake | Semester 1 and Semester 2, 2017

For further information contact the School of Social Science at UQ: pgsocialscience@uq.edu.au